TEMPLATE FOR LEFT OPENING

FOLDING LINE FOR LEFT OPENING

FOLDING LINE FOR RIGHT OPENING

CYLINDER HOLE FOR LEFT OPENING

1 1/4"
NOTICE

TO EXTEND THE LIFE OF THIS PANIC DEVICE, LOCK THE LATCH AS RETRACTED BY TURNING THE BUTTON WHEN DOOR IS IN CONTINUOUS ACTIVITY.
**D INSTALL KEY CYLINDER**

1. Insert the cylinder into the hole on the door.
2. Keep the tailpiece horizontal.
3. Tighten the screws.

![Diagram showing installation of a key cylinder](image)

**E INSTALL BODY**

Tighten screw.

![Diagram showing installation of a body](image)

**F OPERATION TEST**

Test push bar.

![Diagram showing operation test](image)
*The Cylinder Guard, Fix Plate and Cylinder are sold separately*

**TYPE OF INSTALLATION**

**LEFT HAND INSTALLATION**

**RIGHT HAND INSTALLATION**

**DRILL HOLES**

1. Use template enclosed to mark door face and drill holes in accordance with the diameters suggested.

2. 'B' length should be measured from the center of cylinder hole to the end of the body.

*Outside face of the door*  
*Inside face of the door*